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Both name
and Nature
Gracious by name, nature and design, the all new 240’
Vitruvius Superyacht Grace E was the superstar of the
Monaco Yacht Show and those fortunate to witness her
premiere unanimously agreed a new star has been born.
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Picchiotti 240’ Grace E
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Exhibiting the technical
excellence, grace and beauty
of her royal namesake, Grace E
had a staring role in Monaco

I

If only she were called Grace K, we
could allude to Grace Kelly. We could
liken the yacht to the film star, with
her silver screen beauty and her cool serenity that
made her the much loved Princess of Monaco. Yet
despite this yacht making her world show debut in
the same principality, the connection cannot really
be used, because the subject of our yacht review is
in fact; not Grace K but Grace E. Much like the former
film star turned Princess she is, nevertheless, a head
turner and on an individual level, the winner of our
own very personal ‘yacht of the show award.’
There are still however many similarities between
the Royal and the superyacht. The 240’ cream colored hull stood head and shoulders above a cast of
extras that thronged the docks of this year’s yacht
show in Monte Carlo. She was the boat everyone
wanted to see and featured many highly desirable
features that elude the common man. Jewels on a
tiara are without doubt the crowning glory for any
film star and in this superyacht it was her wellness
deck that was the hit amongst those lucky enough
to secure a viewing.
Gracious and graceful, as her name suggests, this is
a superyacht that, in every sense of the word, has
star quality worthy of an Oscar. Walk on board and
you immediately feel as if you are embarking upon a
significant sailing yacht. The aft cockpit follows the
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SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 239’ 06” (73.00m)
Beam: 43’ 07” (13.31m)
Draft: 12’ 09” (3.93m)
Gross tonnage: 1,876 GT
Displacement: 1,740 tons
Hull material: AH36 Steel
Superstructure material: Aluminum 5083
Drive train: 2 x ABB Azipods 1750 KW @ 300 rpm
Propulsion generators: 4 x Caterpillar C32
Domestic generators: 2 x Caterpillar C16
Total power output: 4,400kW
Propulsion power output: 3,500 kW
Fuel Capacity: 50,000 US Gal (189,270 L)
Bow Thruster: Voight Rim Drive 300kW
Stabilizers: 1 Pair Quantum XT
Watermakers: 2 x HEM 10,566 US Gal/day
Air conditioning: NR Koeling
Fresh Water: 10,566 US Gal (40,000 L)
TECH Water: 5,283 US Gal (20,000 L)
Grey/Black water: 2,853 US Gal (10,800)
Sludge: 1,743 US Gal (6,600 L)
Maximum speed: 17.5-knots
Cruising Speed: 14-Knots
Range at 12 knots: 7,800nm

Classification: Lloyd’s 100 A1 SSC,
Yacht, Mono, G6, LMC, UMS
Flag: Cayman Islands
Compliancy: MCA LY2
Guests: 12 in 7 staterooms (max 14)
Crew: 20 in 11 cabins
Naval Architect: Philippe Briand
Designer: Vitruvius Yachts
Builder: Picchiotti
Interior Designer: Rémi Tessier
Navigation electronics: Sperry Marine
Communications: Fleet, V-Sat (2), GSM, Iridium
Radar: Sperry
Depth sounder: JRC x 1, Sperry x 1, B&G x 1
AV system: Custom
AV Integration: MESL & Videoworks
Owners Project manager: Peter Towning
Paint system: Du Pont
Tenders: 31’ Cockwells limousine tender
22’ Yachtwerft Meyer limousine tender
11’ 6” Avon jet tender
16’ Yachtwerft Meyer crew and rescue tender
Countries of Build: Hull/Turkey, Fit out/Italy
Year of build: 2014
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Flagship of the Picchiotti line, Grace E
pushes the envelope of comfort, quality
and eco-performance to a new level...

just like her smaller sisters. With her sleek looks,
she’s the perfect yacht for an owner wishing to explore the oceans whilst still being perfectly at home
in any Côte d’Azur port. At 1876 gross tons Grace E
offers 10-20 percent more interior volume than
many other vessels commensurate length due to
her generous 44’ beam, plumb bow, long waterline
length and full underwater body shape.
“Grace E is the perfect setting for combining socializing with wellbeing; the wellness deck is the yacht’s
raison d’être,” says Veerle Battiau the managing director of Vitruvius Yachts. She continues, “The
owner of this yacht was an early adopter of our philosophy appertaining to the design of a different

motor yacht. I remember well, on one rainy morning
in Viareggio he told me he would consider a 164’ version of one of our yachts, if we could incorporate a
properly equipped gymnasium on board.”
Veerle continues; “As he and his wife began to formulate the idea they began to design the yacht from
a holistic point of view. The couple wanted to relax
when they were at sea–and by relax we quickly realized he was talking about a spa at sea. I remember
him telling me ‘I want my new yacht to encompass
what I am, I want to feel pampered.’ So we set aside
an entire deck to his wellbeing, with over 2,500ft2 of
interior and exterior space completely dedicated to
wellness and spa activities. It now features a large

exercise pool, an extensive spa with 4-person Jacuzzi
spa pool, massage room, beauty parlor, exercise arcade, hamman style steam bath and a Hydrotherapy
room with sauna, cold water plunge and jet bath.”
But that’s not all! “Then there is a forward facing observatory lounge overlooking the bow to relax in
when done at the spa. The fitness center is equipped
with cardiovascular machines, weight machines and a
kinesis machine. From the Rémi Tessier design collection we found four swiveling sun beds with integrated
retractable hoods, two forward of the observation
lounge and two aft adjacent to the Jacuzzi. There is
also a variable speed infiniti pool situated on the main
deck aft with two even larger sun pods.“

Beneath retractable biminis the main aft deck's daybeds are the perfect place to recline and follow the antics of fellow guest in the swimming pool.

style made popular by Perini Navi sailing yachts, and
allows for total relaxation, all in a slightly recessed
and therefore protected lounging area. It’s handily
adjacent to the aft deck bar and informal dining area,
so owners and guests are free to enjoy wide open
exterior spaces with unencumbered panoramic
views. Her intimacy with the element in which she
floats is all encompassing. This is a big sailing yacht,
which, because the sails are missing, is a perfect
crossover for anyone bored of tacking to windward.
The combination of luxury, comfort and efficiency,
the hallmark of the Vitruvius and naval architect
Philippe Briand’s team, has endowed Grace E with a
very well balanced design. What began as a tri-deck,
173’ concept evolved over the design stages into a
240’ yacht with five decks, boasting 13,000 ft2 of
luxurious recreational facilities. Rémi Tessier has
worked his magic on the interior to create superior
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A sunken cockpit
reminiscent of a sailing
superyacht ensures
protected and private
reception area.

surroundings that are synonymous with a yacht of
this outstanding caliber. Beautifully designed accommodation for up to twelve guests is provided in seven
staterooms, four double cabins and two twin cabins.
Pushing the envelope of comfort, quality and ecoperformance to a new level in the world of super
yachting, she is the latest flagship of the Picchiotti
motor yacht line. Her completion marks a notable
milestone for the Perini Navi Group, being their
largest motor yacht delivered to date. Grace E follows
in the wake of her smaller siblings, the 164’ Exuma
and 180’ Galileo G, both of which have embarked on
global circumnavigation voyages of their own.
At sea this new superyacht is significantly silent,
perfectly stable and subsequently very comfortable.
The fine water entry and the stretched hull guarantee low fuel consumption. This efficiency makes her
the ideal yacht for cruising and exploring the world,
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"We produced a relaxing ambiance
to allow the yacht’s contemporary
art collection to fully express itself..."

The main salon demonstrates Tessier's artistic use
of light grains, parchment, onyx and glossy ebony.

Remi Tessier

The Interior Designer
What was your brief for
the interior from the owner?
The owners love to have their family and friends
on-board. They wanted to have a casual chic and
contemporary interior, light but warm and
comfortable with the views and natural light
being very important to them. So I created an
architectural interior construction concept where
the walls and ceilings are composed of the same
paneling element of light wood in juxtaposition,
sometimes horizontally, sometimes vertically.
We noted you’ve used some unusual effects in
the décor, please tell us about them?
The thick panels of Sycamore were sandblasted,
bleached and then polished as if the wind, salt,
sea, sand and sun had produced the final texture.
I think it gives them a sensual touch. The panels
are placed in such way that some move
seamlessly, sliding apart to partition rooms in a
natural way. I have used polished stainless steel
architectural elements on door architraves and
cabinets, bringing lightness using their reflection
and the purity of their lines to add strength to the
picture. I used a bleached Wenge parquet for the
decks inside the yacht and I love the way they
contrast with the surroundings to create a
completely natural look.
The interior seems to be so light. Did you use any
special design effects to achieve that?
Yes, you will see the central parts of her ceilings
are laid with precious matt Palladium leaf. It softly
reflects light in the room really effectively, both
at night and by day. Also I specifically stayed
away from the modern trend of using LED lights,
instead using halogen lamps throughout
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Nevertheless, the use of light is quite
spectacular. How was this achieved?
Natural light enters through the many large
natural openings and I have surrounded the
windows with Ebony high gloss varnished
frames, this makes the windows appear like
those on a painting of a beautiful seascape–but
in real life. They are protected from sunlight
by large and long handmade white leather
venetian blinds that add a fresh look. Below
these frames lie an assembly of various cubes
sheathed in Parchment leather; in the main
saloon and dinning areas these hold bespoke
glassware and crockery while in the cabins
they are vanity drawers.
The freestanding furniture seems to have an air
of familiarity to it, why is that?
The entire range of indoor furniture on-board is
from my own custom-made “Rémi Tessier
design” collection and comes in leather, linen,
ebony and stainless steel for seating, with backlit Onyx, stainless steel, Graphite and Shagreen
for tables. The pastel patchwork carpets
complete the geometrical spirit of the design.
Selective handmade embroidery work in unique
designs brings a discreet but attractive touch.
The atrium is awash in golden light, how was this
effect accomplished?
I have created the spectacular appearance of the
atrium using a composition of a circular tower lined
in hand woven wavy gold threads laminated in a
curved glass. This encloses the lift capsule around
which winds the staircase of soft woven leather
steps. As you can see the result is as though the
sun has illuminated the heart of the boat.

In several areas the spaces seem to
have an outside/inside feel to them?
Very definitely, I have given priority to the
communication between exterior and interior
spaces, especially where the two saloons open
onto the exterior decks and custom made
furniture with what I believe to be unique
characteristics; such as the up-and-down folding
tables with “L” shaped sofas on the aft main
deck, or the circular tables with multiple
extensions allowing for seating positions for 10 to
16 people on the upper deck with a huge lounge
bed all around. The shell chairs and armchairs, the
director chairs as well as the very exclusive sunbeds and lounge-beds which rotate at 360
degrees and have integrated canopies–they all
come from my personal collection.
We understand you had a hand in the overall look
of the yachts navigational bridge, what did you
achieve in this space?
I set out to create a wheelhouse interior inspired
by the “Rolls-Royce” spirit with integrated
instruments and sliding high-tech system. I think
it works rather well
Overall are you pleased with the end result and
what is your favorite area?
I love the harmony of the palette of natural and
sophisticated materials I have used, together
with the pure timeless lines they produce a
relaxing ambiance and allow the Owners’
collection of contemporary Art, especially
selected for the yacht, to fully express itself. It
reflect the refined taste of the Owners. As to my
favorite area, that would have to be the top deck
that has been entirely dedicated to wellness.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT
Designed by Frenchman Rémi Tessier, the interior incorporates designer furnishings and a subtle color
scheme that, together with the masterful use of material selection, surface treatment and lighting, accentuates the yacht’s aura of peace, tranquility and
elegance. The owners gave a clear design brief that
called for a contemporary yet warm, casually chic interior. Tessier used natural lighting, artistic use of
light wood grains, finishes of leather, parchment,
onyx, stainless steel and high gloss ebony as the
palette from which to work. The highly sensual interior design and assiduous use of space has created
a layout that is both functional and elegant. Tessier’s
signature seating designs feature throughout living
areas to create an atmosphere that is comfortable
without compromising on style. Without a doubt the
design brief was successful met.
Grace E follows the well-tried and tested layout of
main saloon, dinning room and master suit on the
main deck. What is unusual is the huge amount of

space. Yes this is a large yacht, but somehow the designers have made her seem even larger. There is
room not only for the full capacity of guests staying
on board to sit together around the dinning room
table, but also in the main saloon. As the yacht may
have a varying number of guest on board, the dinning
table in the main saloon area can be easily changed
from one very large table to two separate tables for
eight guests each. Each separate table can also be
reduced in size for an intimate dinner.
The owners’ cabin on the main deck covers some
970 ft2 of space. The entrance to the apartment is
via a wide corridor with a marble sculpture set in
front of a glass panel with sparkling, almost bead
like, dark grey textured material providing a dramatic frame. A double set of doors lead into the
bedroom, providing drama as well as sound insulation. Light and bright the bedroom has polished
ebony framing and the handmade white leather Venetian blinds that can cover the extensive bay windows. The obligatory his and her walk-in wardrobes

have been cleverly designed to allow a portion of
each to be closed off, so the owners’ personal effects can still be stored safely onboard if other
guests are using the suite.
One wardrobe is half the size of the other and the
freed space has been used to create a compact but
very functional study. The master bathroom is full
beam and unusually divided not by a large shower,
but a central huge stone bath. The bath is fitted with
whirlpool and a built in thermostatic heater, ensuring
the chosen water temperature remains constant no
matter how long the drawn bath waits for an occupant, or how long one wants to soak watching the TV
hidden in the mirror on the bulkhead. His and her rain
showers are each side with the other duplicate sanitary fittings each person might need.
Of the other staterooms, two VIP guest cabins are on
the main deck aft of the master suite, while two king
size VIP staterooms and two twin berth staterooms
are on the lower deck. All the guest cabins feature the
same use of sandblasted sycamore, bleached wenge,
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One of the walk-in dressing rooms
has a section cleverly partitioned
off to create a compact bureau.

porthole do so soundlessly thanks to a system devised by Videoworks who have integrated their
services together with provider of Lutron brand curtains and blinds.
Videoworks have also simplified the use of audio and
video in each of the yachts public and bedroom
spaces using Crestron processors, which are managed with Lutron keypads to set the various lighting
scenarios, and control the individual air conditioning
units. The same company also instigated a clever
‘Staff Call’, allowing owner and guests to directly call
crew when service is required. The subtle positioning of discreet red lights outside guest areas and
cabins ensures uninterrupted privacy. An elevator
links all guest decks and its construction is of gold
fabric encapsulated in glass. Surrounding the lift are
floating stairs with a padded woven leather carpet
inset, it is both delightful underfoot as well as very
secure against slipping should the sea ever be rough.

The 970sqft owner's main deck staterooms include a full beam en-suite divided by a large bath tub.
leather blinds and stainless steel. The VIPs on the
main deck have the advantage of picture windows
while the lower deck VIPs are larger and include a
bath in their larger bathrooms. All staterooms feel
larger than their square footage would indicate,
achieved by the open-plan en-suites that can be partitioned off with sliding doors when privacy is desired.
The result is a feeling of space in even the smallest
stateroom, uncommon in most yachts.
As chartering is very much in this owners’ game plan,
the four lower deck cabins can be viewed as two
family suites given they share interconnecting doors.
The twins each feature a Pullman berth stowed almost invisibly inside the deck head when not in use.
Push a button and silently, the bed drops down to
make this into a 3-berth cabin. Our use of the word
silent in this context is quite deliberate, because
silently is the way this boat is designed to function.
Close a cabin door and a mechanism inside it sets off
a seal in the base that totally closes off the gap underneath the door. Blinds that cover windows and
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Concept Creators
It is Veerle Battiau who conceived the concept
of what has become Vitruvius brand of motor
yachts. Better known as ‘Cookie’ she struck up
a lasting friendship with Phillipe Briand and they
now work very closely together. Cookie is no
stranger to the high-flying business world. With
an MBA gained in Chicago, she was responsible
for the success of software giant Numetrix that
was eventually sold out to Oracle.
The concept behind Vitruvius was first
conceived in 2004 when Cookie and Phillipe
were both aboard a sailing yacht on a voyage
from Corsica to Sardinia. Cookie was looking
forward to a quite night in a peaceful anchorage
after a hard day of sailing, an activity she like
me is passionate about. Optimisation has long
been a defining part of Ms Battiau’s career but
on this occasion the waters surrounding Cala di
Volpe had other ideas, they were cutting up
rough to a point where plans had to be changed
and a safer anchorage sought. It was at that
point that she began to formulate her vision.
She told us, “One of the key fundamentals
about any sailing yacht is it’s not truly the
owner who dictates when you depart or
where you sail, in truth it is the weather. While
this can be an exciting concept full of
adventure, owners have little control over the
destination and how they get there. Owners
have to follow the wind, and watch the waves,
which can be unpredictable and often indirect

travel to a destination takes much longer as a
result.” Cookie reasoned with me that for true
remote exploration superyacht owners
needed a boat over which they had more
control, a conclusion that lead ultimately to
conviction that it had to be a motor yacht.
“Trust me,” said Phillipe, “That realisation did
not sit well on her shoulders. She was of the
opinion that not only were most of them
aesthetically unacceptable to her many
belonged to the group of most polluting
machines at sea. ‘How,’ she reasoned, ‘Can you
justify being on the sea, one of the most
powerful forces nature, whilst at the same time
destroying it?’ She was determined to find a
way for superyacht owners to travel to remote
and isolated parts of the world whilst
respecting the ocean that carries them there’.”
Phillipe continues to retell Cookie’s process,
“After all,” she thought, “The automobile
industry has managed to develop vehicles that
use less fuel with reduced CO2 emissions, so
why could not do the same in the yacht
industry?’ Essentially she wanted to combine
all the positives associated with sailing yachts
with the benefits associated with luxury
motor yachts. Her vision led to the design of a
sleek and powerful yet eco friendly
superyacht that allows the owner to travel
anywhere in the world simultaneously
respecting the environment.”
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Philippe Briand
The Naval Architect

You have described the Vitruvius Yacht
as having a BOS hull. What does BOS mean?
The initials stand for Briand Optimised Stretched.
As a designer well-known for creating fast
cruising and racing sailing yachts, I believe into
todays modern all-consuming world there needs
to be a more efficient, sustainable and robust
form for the next generation of motor yachts.

Grace E's wheelhouse from where the Captain commands the latests in diesel electric propulsion systems.

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
The wheelhouse is another area in which high technology has been joined with design flair. Push buttons
electrically reveal bridge equipment and controls
from inside hidden recesses, so when the area is not
in use the consul appears to be of black glass. Behind
the bridge to port is the Captain’s cabin and office. On
the other side the communications room bristles with
the latest electronics, connecting the owner and
guests with the outside world. Further aft the deck
becomes more playful. There is over 1,800ft2 of open

space evenly divided between an inside saloon and
outside deck area. The two spaces interconnect
through massive curved 25’ glass doors that slide
away to become totally hidden, essentially creating
one large open air lounge. Highlighting the interior
space is a Carrera marble top Sushi bar, a huge Ushaped settee and two drop down entertainment
display screens. Outside, the dining table can seat
fourteen in great comfort or be resized for smaller
parties, while the huge wraparound sun settee aft
can accommodate everyone too.

The yacht’s steel hull optimizes water pressure distribution and offers a stretched waterline, together
with the aluminum superstructure Grace E displaces
1,740 tons. With a range in excess of 7,800nm at 12knots she cruises economically at between 10-15knots with a top displacement speed of 17.5-knots.
This means she can cruise for months without needing to refill her 50,000 gallon fuel tanks. All energy
for both propulsion and hotel needs is provided by
four Caterpillar C32, and two C18, high speed generators each of which have been scaled to run at an

Tell us about those three things
starting with Efficiency.
Each yacht has an efficient ratio of superstructure
to hull; built out of steel and aluminium they are, as a
result, lightweight, to consume less and have lower
CO2 emissions than other boats of a similar design.
Each boat features the BOS Hull, designed for
maximum hydrodynamic efficiency to reduce water
resistance and increase the length at the waterline.
The optimisation of volume and weight distribution
allows for lower fuel consumption and therefore a
more environmentally friendly long range yacht.
What do you mean by Sustainability
when you are talking about a hull shape?
These yachts are designed to use all present, and
hopefully future, innovations in sustainability that
could be applied on a yacht: these would include
the treatments of liquids for limited emission, the
use of low impact materials and substantial use
of renewable energy.
And Robustness?
The yachts are designed to endure the most
extreme conditions a yacht could encounter,
anywhere in the world. Particular care is given to
the comfort of the guest through smooth motion
at sea, achieved by the special hull shape. The hull
lines are the DNA of a yacht, they determine her
efficiency, consumption and seaworthiness. The
hull line on this yacht features a plumb bow and
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as a result extends the length of waterline to the
overall length of the yacht, reducing drag by up to
five percent when compared to yachts with a
standard shape and similar length. Moreover, the
straight bow spreads buoyancy along the
elongated waterline, allowing for a faired
longitudinal line design, and so avoids steep,
hollow lines further aft. Here the optimization
could be as much as ten percent less drag.”
How does this help create a better hull shape?
The prismatic coefficient is also lower and this is
hugely beneficial when considering cruising speed.
The yacht’s proportions in terms of accommodation
and the number of decks gives her a lighter
displacement and reduces drag at the same rate as
her displacement in the water reduces. Water tank
testing proved that the hull requires around 30
percent less power at maximum speed, and has by
far the largest range of autonomy at cruising speed
when compared to any other similar sized motor
yacht. In practice this has been proved true as
Exuma, the first Vitruvius yacht to be built, burns
just 2.6 US Gal (10 litres) for every nautical mile. The
average for a yacht of her size is normally nudging
3.5 gallons. With Grace E comparative consumption
figures have been reduced further.
Her bow shape looks aggressive, what
do you say to those who describe it thus?
You know, to date, the plumb line bow or axe bow
has mostly been developed for commercial,
security, and military applications but slowly the
idea is catching on with superyachts. The reason
is to create a larger floatation surface area at the
extreme fore end of the waterline. The
exceedingly fine prow, with its slightly tapered
forward sections, cuts through oncoming waves
rather than slamming into them, reducing vertical
acceleration and softening pounding.

How does the yacht handle heavy seas?
In stern quartering and following waves the
design has improved handling and course-keeping
characteristics. The hull, with its characteristic
lower centre of gravity, minimises rolling and
pitching motion tendencies, both of which can be
detrimental to the comfort of superyacht owners
sailing on board motor yachts. Both of the
previous Vitruvius yachts have out performed
their specification brief, fuel consumption is better
than hoped for and the yachts handle particularly
well in a seaway. That’s what I call a result.
Have you got any other designs
in mind for the Vitruvius range?
Still on my drawing board, but nevertheless
gaining much attention, is a 144’ version, a 164’
with a revised layout and drawings for a version
that tops 311’. I even have a scaled down 30’
version which could be carried as a tender if the
biggest gets the go ahead. What this means is
that our Vitruvius range currently has yachts
ranging in size from 30’ to over 300’!
Did the owners desire for an Eco Friendly
change the way you worked on Grace E?
Superyacht owners do not want big polluting
yachts. The carbon footprint of commercial
shipping, and that includes superyachts, is high
enough to be significant in world terms. My goal
is to design motor yachts that are 30 percent
more efficient than is the normal and I do not
think that is a ridiculous figure to strive for. I
believe that yachting is a good platform on which
to experiment constraint and develop new ideas.
New technology is going to be seen first on board
superyachts because the owners of that type of
yacht have the money to develop new ideas. I
believe it will not be too long before there is
legislation that limits the emissions a yacht emits.
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Grace E's gym and superb
wellness suite were focal
motivators behind the owner's
desire for a larger yacht...

optimal output rate of 80 percent. The eight generator, diesel electric, plant is capable of providing over
4400kw of power. Through the use of fully automated power management systems, exactly
enough electric power is generated to satisfy the
vessels requirements at any moment in time. Thus
Grace E’s generators can always operate within the
optimally efficient load range regardless of speed or
hotel requirements.
The generators power a pair of ABB propulsion
Azipods. Each provides 1600 kW of thrust and are a
highly efficient and maneuverable propulsion system which has multiple benefits: When coupled with
her DPS (dynamic positioning system) the pods
allow the yacht to remain in a fixed position on the
surface without having to deploy bottom dragging
anchors in sensitive underwater environments, or
when the bottom is too deep. This system has
proven itself to be highly accurate in up to 35-knots
of wind during sea trials. Because Azipods are fully
rotating in a 360-degree turning arc, there is no need
for rudders or stern thrusters, but the yacht does
carry a powerful thruster in the bow.
Azipods are forward facing units, which means they
pull a vessel through the water much like an airplane
propeller pulls a plane through the air. This allows the
blades to grab clean undisturbed water, which further
increases efficiency. The absence of propeller shafts
and struts means there is less drag on the hull and this
in turn means that Grace E is essentially completely
free from engine vibration or shaft rumble regardless
of her speed. During sea trials a vibration analysis device recorded results aboard Grace E roughly one third
of the allowable limit and noise analysis is also well
under the allowable limits at only 46 dB (decibels) in
the owner’s cabin, and 47dB in the main saloon when
underway at 17.5-knots. Quite remarkable!
Other examples of Grace E’s commitment to being
super green are her onboard systems that reduce
138
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Custom Tender
Multi million dollar superyachts cannot of
course make do with a standard ‘off the shelf
tender’. Discerning owners opt for the
customization option and here the proprietors
of Grace E were no exception to that rule.
Having written the spec for the ultimate
tender, Captain Eddie Cooney and his project
Chief Engineer Pete Towning approached
several of the more recognized names in the
tender building business but couldn’t find
anyone who understood their desire for
something ‘special’.
It was the British builder Cockwells Modern &
Classic Boatbuilding who were to scoop the
prize of building what is a very remarkable
tender for this yacht. A mere minnow in the
industry Cockwells have a boatyard in Mylor
Bridge, Cornwall. Owner Dave Cockwell won
the contract because, “He listened to what we
wanted and produced a preliminary sketch that
was pretty much on the button,” said Towning.
“What’s more,” says Cooney, “What he first
drew for us to look at, is almost exactly what
you now see down in the garage.”
Designed by Andrew Wolstenholme this 32’
craft, packed to the gunwales with a deluxe
array of goodies, this is a yacht in her own right
and if it were reviewed in a yachting magazine
devoted to boats under 60’ would be a major
feature. Twin Yanmar 6LPA – STP2 315hp
marine diesel engines drive Hamilton HJ241
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water jets through ZF 63H Gearboxes.
Together they achieve speeds in excess of 44knots. The forepeak contains a carbon fiber
electric head with a hand basin, while elegantly
hidden in the bow is a self-launching stainless
steel anchor and chain. The later may not be
necessary, given that this yacht also features
its own dynamic positioning system! Electric
bow thrusters can be used in conjunction with
a full fly-by-wire joystick control to provide
exceptionally accurate maneuvering and
stability; perfect for crowded marinas.
The saloon offers seating for ten guests
covered in leather upholstery and tucked away
neatly is a drawer style refrigerator, plus a
television for longer journeys or when a
crewman needs to wait ashore for a guest
party. The fully air conditioned interior
features teak laid decks throughout, including
saloon sole and forward heads compartment.
On deck teak decks are to a high quality
specification and complement the removable
carbon fiber hand rail poles Besides the spray
hood at the helm crew can also rely on a
Tender tracker, VHF radio, GPS chart plotter
with speed and depth display. Courtesy
lighting, including underwater lights on the
transom, add to the attraction of the bathing
platform with its swim ladder and deck
shower. All in all that’s a lot of boat for just
around $1-million.

Ublike most yachts, Grace E
offers flexible accommodation
for 12 spread over seven
stateroom, not six.
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The entire upper deck is devoted
to pampering and wellness, it's
Grace E's crowning jewel...

Eddie Cooney
The Captain

You have been with the owner as his Captain for
some 7-years, what can you tell us about his
involvement in superyachts?
I began working with the owner when he
purchased the Codacasa built Andale (now called
Ol Mi Da). She had been built in 2004 and was
around three years old when the boss bought her
and renamed her Grace E. He enjoys yachting and
the lifestyle it offers, but became frustrated on
one occasion when that yacht lost a bearing on a
generator and because this dropped the vessel
temporarily out of class it meant we could not go
to sea when he wanted to. It was perhaps that
incident most that started him thinking along the
lines of a diesel electric yacht because of the
redundancy such a propulsion system offered.
Had the owner considered a Vitruvius yacht
before that incident?
I don’t think so, but he had seen Exuma the first
of the range when she was in the design stages.
The long range appealed to him as did the
stability and the smoothness of ride through the
water, but it was his strong desire for a very
quiet, vibration-free yacht, as well as the concept
of on board redundancy, that drove him towards
diesel electric propulsion and ultimately using
ABB Azipods.
What else was he seeking when he began
looking to replace the first Grace E?
He is a businessman who has been around boats
all his life. He believes that being on boat is a
healthy thing and his main reason for wanting to
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build a bigger boat was to have room for a gym
and a wellness centre. When he acquired Andale
he had installed a gym onboard, but the yacht’s
existing structure dictated the size of it, so it
always was a compromise for him.
When did you and the Project Engineer begin
working with the shipyard?
Pete Towning the Project Engineer, Craig Wilson
the current Chief Engineer and I were involved
long before the yard was chosen and we have
followed the project throughout. Pete began
working inside the yard on behalf of the owner
before they began to cut steel in 2010, while
Craig and I stayed with the 164’ (50m) Grace E
until she was sold in 2012. But we were both
regular visitors to the shipyard in Turkey and then
later La Spezia, when the hull was towed there
from Tuzla just outside Istanbul.
How critical is it that an owners Captain and
Engineer be present throughout the build?
Our job is always to look after the owner’s
interests to make sure he gets the finest yacht
for the job he intends to put her too. Owners are
busy people, they rely on professional advisors in
all walks of life and building a yacht is no very
different. We are his eyes his ears and, at times
when he asks us to, we are his decision makers.
The trust he places in us to do his bidding is
paramount and while it may sound big-headed to
say this, by having his team on-site from those
very early stages he has got a much better yacht
because of it.

What input did you and the CE put into this yacht?
There are so many, but much of what you see on
a yacht operations front is as a direct result of
the input from Pete, Craig and me. The crew
mess, crew recreational spaces–including our
own gym–are just some of the features that will
hopefully cut down on crew turnover and that’s
an important feature for the smooth running of
any yacht. The way the galley functions around
storerooms, refrigerators and garbage disposal is
all a result of crew input. The three of us also had
input into engine room layouts and storage for
the many tenders and toys she carries.
Could the design have been improved?
You are here onboard the very first 240’
Vitruvius, she is one of very few diesel electric
yachts fitted with Azipods of her size and so with
the benefit of 20/20 hind vision I would have to
answer yes. We have got here an awesome craft
that will do the job she was designed to do
perfectly. But as with any superyacht, if a second
sister ship were to be built I dare say the layout of
the engine room could be arranged differently to
take more advantage of the many attributes that
a diesel electric plant offers.

emissions and waste. By utilizing a comprehensive
disposal plan it is possible for Grace E to remain completely isolated from shore side disposal facilities for
weeks at a time. All used glass is cleaned and
crushed to the consistency of sand and disposed of
appropriately. All used plastic is cleaned, shredded,
compacted and made ready to be sent ashore for recycling. Garbage is separated, compacted and stored
in a dedicated refrigerated space. Food waste is collected in a food waste system. Grey water is
processed and recycled. Generator exhaust is

While ensuring guests receive the
best treatment, Grace E minimizes
her environmental impact too.

scrubbed through catalytic converters CO2 emissions are further reduced due to the optimized hull
shape. She’s essentially self-contained.
The hull itself has been thoroughly tested and the reduced consumption has been confirmed during sea
trials. She boasts 15 percent lower fuel consumption
than other yachts of this size and consumes just six
US Gallons per nautical mile, which is a whisker under
75 gallons an hour at 12 knots! Capable of traveling
anywhere in the world it stands to reason that her
Commander, Captain Eddie Cooney, specified a well-

How does she handle at sea and in port?
We have not had much time to get to know her
yet having just made the short passage from
Italy to Monaco, but I think she will be a very
capable yacht. Getting her into the tight spaces
allocated by the organizers of the boat show
proved to be no problem.
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Creative Kitchen
The galley is the heart of any superyacht. It is
here on the stoves and in the ovens that a
charter guest is won over or lost forever, it is
here that the chef translates their
understanding of the owner’s true desires. In
some yachts the galley is tucked away and in
others it is proudly on show in a country
kitchen fashion. Aboard Grace E it is located
several decks below the main, but once found,
will never been forgotten. To many builders and
outfitters, a galley is a stove, a sink and a few
chef toys, but aboard this yacht it is more akin
to an artists studio than a domestic kitchen.
Heading up the two man team of chefs is
Kieran Inglis, a masterchef who has been

tutored by Michael Roux, Jamie Oliver, Philip
Howard and Gordon Ramsey. Their galley is
packed to the gunwales with useful kit that
makes this one of the best equipped and finest
designed of any galley we have seen aboard a
superyacht. What makes it special is the
ergonomics around which it has been
designed, allowing both chefs can work in
tandem without getting in each others way.
Everything is to hand and what is needed
immediately is stored a flick of the wrist away,
while other large and less often used
equipment is stored in separate store rooms
and chilled space. “There is almost nothing I
would want to add to this galley,” says Inglis

conceived array of toys and support systems to allow
her cruise with maximum creature comfort and minimum environmental impact. The yacht carries four
tenders, all stowed under deck in tender bays for protection and the ability to maintain them while underway. They are customized and purposefully built for
their specific roles in support of the owners and crew.
In the line up of tenders the 31’ Cockwells limousine
tender with twin Hamilton jets and the 22’ Yachtwerft
Meyer limousine jet tender as primary guest tenders.
The 11.5’ Avon jet tender for the personal enjoyment
of the owner’s wife has been nicknamed Baby Grace
by the crew. Yachtwerft Meyer supplied the yacht
with a 16’ jet tender that performs the dual role of
both crew and rescue.
The huge, 1200 ft2 beach club is easily accessed by
owners and guests from the aft cockpit. Water toys
are deployed through shell side doors and the inventory includes; four SeaDoos, six Sea Kayaks, two
paddleboards, two Sea Bobs and four bicycles. A full
set of dive equipment and multiple towable boards
and floating devices complete the impressive line up.

The central elevator is sheathed in gold fabric encased in glass, take itto the bridge deck and one discovers the delights pictured right.
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Whether dining,
relaxing or
entertaining, the
area devoted to
guests on the bridge
deck caters for
every occassion.
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Try as we might to be impartial, it's
almost impossible on such a superb
yacht. Grace E, she's very special.

Burak Akgül
The Builder

What was the reaction to
Grace E at the Monaco show?
I have to say we were taken aback by the amount
and quality of positive feedback we had from
those prospective clients we took on board. The
quality of the interest shown was truly
astounding and totally exceeded our
expectations. The first two motor yachts we built
had re-established the brand, but this yacht has
cemented the name to the point we can truly
describe ourselves as motor yacht builders.
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for future yachts we will continue to build at our
Picchiotti facility in La Spezia. She is also special in
that it allowed us to apply a new technology to a
superyacht and I think this application bodes well
for us specifically and the industry as a whole.
Why did Perini Navi choose to build
motor yachts when your best-known
products are your luxurious sailing yachts.
It was a commercial decision based on the fact
that 90 percent of all superyachts built are motor
yachts. We had reached saturation of the sailing
yacht capacity and we had to grow our bottom
line. As a result we have become the only
superyacht building group that has two distinct
brands, one power and one sail, and while you say
our best-known products are our Perini Navi
Sailing yachts, I firmly believe with the handing
over of Grace E we have fully established
ourselves as a motor yacht builder.

What similarities do you see
among Perini Navi sailing yacht clients and
Picchiotti Motor yacht clients?
They are two different styles of yachts yet they
share a common heritage of efficiency. The
Picchiotti motor yachts designed by Vitruvius
with their long lean hull shapes are so very
economical and the sailing yachts can, because of
their automatic sail handling capabilities, be run
by a much smaller crew than a more conventional
sailing yacht. The first two Picchiotti yachts we
delivered have disappeared for world circling
voyages very quickly and have reported a trouble
free existence. The third, Grace E, is limbering up
to set sail with her new owner and we are quite
sure from her performance during sea trials that
she will do very much the same sort of thing.

How important is the Picchiotti line
of motor yachts to the future of Perini Navi?
Fundamental is the short answer. We have three
major facilities and each can build a yacht. Picchiotti
is our motor yacht building brand, and while it is
true we have only built three and each of them is of
the Vitruvius design, it does not mean that we will
only build motor yachts of their design in La Spezia

Grace E is clearly a special boat from
the owner’s point of view but how
is she special for you as her builders?
She is so special in a number of different ways.
Firstly she is the biggest of the motor yachts we
have delivered from that yard to date. Secondly
because she has prepared us to do more of the
same sort of thing. Her design and construction
have been highly formative in our own planning

Is Grace E at 240’ the largest
motor boat you can build in La Spezia?
At the moment yes, we could build a motor yacht
of slightly bigger dimensions and at the moment
that seems to satisfy the majority of the market.
But if a client came to us and asked us to build
him a bigger boat we would find a solution to his
problem. I look forward to the occasion when we
are forced to find such a solution.

What is the order book like at Picchiotti, do you
anticipate starting an order for a Vitruvius soon?
Commercially speaking I would love to announce
another signing for such a yacht but that is not the
case at the moment. I have no doubt that in time
there will be an owner of one of our sailing yachts
who wants a motor yacht built by our Picchiotti
brand as well. Given the wonderful reception we
had at Monaco with Grace E and the discussions
we had there, I can share with you that I am
cautiously optimistic that it will be sooner rather
than later that I can give you some news
The most challenging aspect of her build?
Without a doubt that was the physical
coordination of the systems in which we had to
engineer everything into the yacht without
altering and spoiling her sleek profile. Our team
did a great job, but I can tell you a lot of midnight
oil was burned getting this yacht to look, behave
and appeal the way she does.
What was learnt building a yacht this complex?
You we could spend hours answering this
question, but I know you have not got the space
for me to list all the things we learned along the
way. But then again, that’s what makes us a
great shipyard to work with.
Is there any crossover of work
force between Perini Navi and Piccohotti?
There is much each yard can offer the other and we
move our skilled designers, artisan work force and
our trusted subcontractors from one site to
another when the build requires it. Each yard has its’
own core team of workers and they are all totally
interchangeable. The only skill set we have at Perini
Navi that is of little use to our team at Picchiotti are
our sails design team and rigging specialists.

The level of detail and execution of build quality is evident throughout the vessel and this became quite
obvious to us as we walked some of the technical
spaces, those not really designed to be seen by the
owners and their guests. The use of custom teak,
stainless and carbon fiber accessories are just some
of the examples. Others include handrails used for
swimming ladders, carbon fiber crew sea stairs, teak
treads on vertical access ladders and leather and
brass covered tender chocks.
To say we think Grace E is special, is a huge understatement. Yachting journalists are supposed to be
impartial, to report facts, to find faults and get the
reader thinking. We both came into yachting journalism having worked at sea, owned our own yachts and
worked as crew on board very large yachts. We like to
think we know what we are talking about, we know
what we like and the only thought we seek to impose
upon the reader is: How do I buy one just like it?

The fly deck with Jacuzzi and
custom shell like loungers from
the collection of Remi Tessier.

